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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S] and [6] (the terminology of which I follow for terms not defined 
here), I studied Reinhold Baer’s concept of ordered *-field. Baer calls a 
(not necessarily commutative) *-field ordered if it contains a subset Ll, 
called the domain of positiuity, that (1) consists solely of symmetric 
elements, (2) contains 1 but not 0, (3) is closed under sum, (4) contains 
along with 1 every cola*. LX # 0, and (5) contains either I or --A for every 
nonzero symmetric R. While Baer’s definition is particularly well suited for 
application to noncommutative Hermitian forms (property (4) fits that 
application), it lacks the familiar property that positive elements have a 
positive product. 
In this paper I introduce a new kind of ordering of *-fields, the strong or 
Artin-Schreier ordering, which does have the property that positive 
elements have a positive product. The domain of positivity for this ordering 
is defined thus: a strong or Artin-Schreier domain of positivity is a *-closed 
normal subgroup of the multiplicative group of the *-field that is closed 
under sum, contains every CIGL*, CI# 0, and contains either 3, or - 2 for every 
nonzero symmetric 1. 
An Artin-Schreier domain of positivity satisfies Baer’s axioms (listed 
above), so every Artin-Schreier ordered *-field is also Baer-ordered. But 
not conversely, because a noncommutative nonquaternionic Artin-Schreier 
ordered *-field necessarily has infinite dimension over its center; while on 
the other hand there exist Baer-ordered *-fields of dimension p2 for every 
prime p congruent to 3 (mod 4). Thus this new ordering cannot apply to 
some *-fields orderable in the sense of Baer. But when it does apply it is 
easier to handle and has richer consequences. It is the purpose of this paper 
to present some of these consequences, especially as they contrast with 
what is known about Baer’s ordering. 
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Baer’s original work on ordered *-fields occupies about 3f pages in his 
1952 book [2, Chap. IV, Appendix I]. He gives the definition, then proves 
Sylvester’s Theorem of Inertia in the noncommutative case. In reading this 
material, one comes away with the conviction that Baer has the noncom- 
mutative case as his main focus, but he never says this explicitly. To the 
best of my knowledge, Baer’s remarks remained totally without notice in 
the published literature for 25 years. Indeed, Baer, in his letters to me 
(1973-1977), never mentioned anyone picking up on his idea. He himself 
never did any more with it; in fact, he never gave an example other than R, 
@, and H. In 1973, apparently without knowledge of Baer’s work, Prestel 
published a detailed study of “q-ordered” commutative fields which are the 
special case of Baer’s ordered *-fields with * = identity. This independent 
substantial work of Prestel, done in the commutative case, represented the 
first serious study of this idea. Even though he was concerned exclusively 
with commutative fields, Prestel’s methods, particularly the application of 
valuation theory, proved very useful in the analysis of the noncommutative 
case which I undertook beginning in approximately 1972-1973, the first 
paper on the noncommutative aspects of Baer’s idea appearing in 1977. 
Just as Baer’s ordering reduces to Prestel’s q-ordering when * = identity, 
the strong ordering of *-fields introduced in this paper reduces to the 
classical Artin-Schreier ordering when * = identity. 
2. SCALING 
The following terms and notational conventions are used generally 
throughout the paper. By a *-field I mean what is often termed a division 
ring with involution: a (not necessarily commutative) field together with a 
one-to-one mapping a + LX* that satisfies the conditions (a + p)* = a* + p*, 
(c$)* = fi*cl* and c1** = cc The term “* -field” has the advantage of brevity, 
and is consistent with the commonly used “*-ring.” The symbol X usually 
denotes a *-field. An element a E X is symmetric when c1* = CI, skew when 
c1* = -LX We assume characteristic 22 throughout, so the only element 
both symmetric and skew is 0. 
The symbol X x stands for the multiplicative group of nonzero elements 
of the *-field X. We shall deal with the following subgroups of X x, using 
consistently the following notations: 
C denotes the subgroup of Xx generated by the symmetric 
elements, 
[.X x, L’] denotes the subgroup generated by the elements of the 
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form tlec~.-.‘~ and CXU~‘~(- for cr~.X~“, OEC (mixed com- 
mutator subgroup), and 
A denotes the subgroup generated by elements of the form LXX*, 
aEXX. 
One checks easily that these subgroups are all closed under * and nor- 
mal in 3” x. We shall use A to denote the subgroup generated by A and 
c~x,.n 
A=A[Xx,Z]=[Xx,L’] A. 
n is also *-closed and normal in X x. The symbol /i + denotes the set of 
sums of elements from /1. The set L! + is a *-closed normal subgroup when 
it does not contain 0 (closure of A + under inverses follows from the iden- 
tity x-‘=x*(xx*))‘, noting that (xx*)~‘EA~AGA+). 
If p is a nonzero symmetric element in a *-field X, then the formula 
x# = px*p defines another involution # on X that Rowen call 
equivalent o * [9, pp. 294-2951. This is an equivalence relation among 
involutions. 
Equivalent involutions agree on the center of Xx; in particular, 
equivalent involutions are equal in the commutative case. Conversely, if 
,X(*) is a *-field with the property that any automorphism that leaves the 
center fixed is inner (a *-field finite-dimensional over its center, for exam- 
ple), then any involution # that agrees with * on the center has the form 
x# =px*p-‘, where p* = + -p. If of the second kind, we may take p* = p; 
in this case involutions that agree on the center are equivalent. 
2.1. DEFINITION. A property of *-fields scales if whenever it holds in a 
*-field X(*) for an involution *, then it also holds in ,X( #) for any 
involution # equivalent to *. 
A subset or subgroup r scales if it remains invariant under passage to 
any equivalent involution. 
In the latter portion of Definition 2.1 that refers to the scaling of a subset 
or subgroup r, I am assuming that r is characterized by general conditions 
that refer only to the arithmetic operations and the involution, and the 
intention is that the invariance hold generally in any *-field. 
For example, the subset of symmetric elements does not scale. Because to 
say that it scales, is to say that invariably the set of ,? satisfying 1= 1* coin- 
cides with the set of 2 satisfying 2 = 1 # for any equivalent involution 
x# = px*p-‘, p = p*. This obviously fails in any *-field that has noncom- 
muting symmetric elements. On the other hand, the subgroup C generated 
by the symmetric elements does scale, because it remains unchanged under 
passage to any equivalent involution. To see this, simply note that if 1 is a 
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#-symmetric element for the equivalent involution x# = px*p-I, p = p*, 
then I= (Ip) p-l expresses 1 as the product of two *-symmetric elements. 
Thus any produce of #-symmetric elements is also a product of *-sym- 
metric ones, or Z( # ) E C( *). But, as we are dealing with an equivalence 
relation, we have automatically also the .reverse inclusion, hence 
L’( # ) = Z( * ). The mixed commutator subgroup [X x, C] also scales, 
because Z does. 
The subgroup LI = A[% x, E] scales. Because, when referred to as an 
equivalent involution X# = px*p- ‘, p =p*, the elements of A( #) are 
precisely the elements of the form S/I where 6 E A( # ) equals a product of 
elements of the form tlc~#, and /? belongs to [,Xx, C] which we already 
know to be invariant under passage to an equivalent involution. Now 
the formula IXCI# = c~pc~*p-~ = (aa*)(cc*-‘pa*p-‘) shows that LXX” E 
d(*)[X”,Z]=n(*), thus also 6~/i(*). Hence we have /i(#)c/i(*), 
thus /1(#)=n(*) as before. 
The subgroup A does not scale. The proof requires the following result, 
together with some recent work of Chacron [4]. 
2.2. A Scales o always [X x, C] L A. 
Proof: First, note that [X ‘, C] is generated by elements of the form 
ccpa-‘~-’ and PCIP-‘K’, where p = p*. To prove this use an elementary 
induction based on the identity 
cm-‘a-’ = (w-Y)(bco Pn(YW PnwYPn’Y-‘)> 
where a=p,p,...p,, Y=P~P~‘..P~-~, and pi=p*, i= 1, 2,...,n, and use 
also the fact that elements clpcx -‘/I ~ ’ and /?cl/? ~ ‘tl- ’ are inverses of each 
other. 
As to the reverse implication, if [X x, Z] G A, then A = ,4 and we have 
just shown that /1 scales. As to the forward implication, suppose that A 
scales. Then C(CL# = ~pa*p-’ E A for every nonzero *-symmetric p. Hence 
cqr-‘p-’ = (aa”)[p(aa*) p-l] -’ E A 
for every nonzero *-symmetric p. Then A contains also inverses of all 
elements of this type. Since these generate [Xx, Z], we have 
[Xx,ZJcA. 
Hence, if A scaled, we would have always n = A [X x, Z] = A, so strong 
orderability would hold whenever 0 $ n + = A+ (Theorem 3.9). But this 
would make every c-orderable *-field strongly orderable, which Chacron 
has shown is not the case (combine Theorem 3.8 with the finite-dimen- 
sional example in [4]; for the definition of c-orderable see the proof of 3.3). 
A Baer domain of positivity does not scale because in general it will not 
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even consist of symmetric elements when referred to an equivalent 
involution. However, the property “Baer orderable” does scale because if I7 
is a domain of positivity for X( *) then IZp- ’ qualifies as a domain of 
positivity for X( # ) where X# = px*p - ‘, p* = p > 0. (We may take p > 0 
as replacing p by -p does not change x”.) We shall prove in 3.2 that a 
strong domain of positivity scales. 
2.3. DEFINITION. A *-field is formally real if for any n = 1,2,..., the two 
conditions 
1=1* and a,1a: +a,2a: + ‘.. +a,la,* =o 
together imply either i = 0 or ct, = CQ = . . ’ = a,, = 0. A *-field is strongly 
formally real if 0 6? ,4 + . 
Straightforward calculations show that both these properties scale, and 
that strong formal reality implies formal reality. We shall prove in Theorem 
3.9 that strong formal reality is equivalent to the existence of a strong 
ordering. Whether or not formal reality implies Baer orderability remains 
an open question. 
In my paper [S] I originally had defined formally real as in Definition 
2.3 except with I = 1. That is, by this property 
a,a:+a,a,*+ ..’ +a,a,*=O*a1=a2= . . . =~,=O. 
I should like to replace that earlier definition by the one given in 2.3 for 
two reasons: (1) The previous definition does not scale as I have construc- 
ted in [S, proof of Corollary 51 an example of a *-field which satisfies it for 
one involution, but which fails to satisfy it for an equivalent involution, 
and (2) Under the earlier definition the implication “formally real = Baer 
orderable” is known to be false [S]. At least with the definition given in 2.3 
it remains a plausible conjecture. 
3. DEFINITION AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE STRONG ORDERING 
3.1. DEFINITION. A strong, or Artin-Schreier, domain of positivity in a 
*-field X is a *-closed normal subgroup of X x that is closed under sum, 
contains every aa*, a # 0, and, for each nonzero symmetric 2, contains 
either 1 or -1. 
When * = identity, then X is necessarily commutative and the definition 
of a strong domain of positivity reduces to that of a classical Artin-Schreier 
domain of positivity. 
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3.2. Zf 17 is a strong domain of positivity in a *-field X( *), and if we 
pass to an equivalent involution x# = px*p - ‘, where p = p*, then ZI remains 
a strong domain of positivity in X( # ). Briefly: a strong domain of positivity 
scales. 
Proof: #-closure: If c1 E II, then a* E II so c1# = pcr*p -’ E ZZ by nor- 
mality of U. 
aor#~ZZ: We have clcr#=apcr*p-‘=(apa~‘)(aa*)p~‘. As one of fp 
belongs to 17 and apa *p ~ ’ is unaffected by substituting -p for p, we may 
assume p E 17. Then aa# E I7 by virtue of the normality of n, the fact that it 
contains all aa*, and the fact that p ~ I E Z7. 
O#l=i# +one of fAeZ7: Ifl=l#, then A=pl*p-‘, so Ap=(Ap)*. 
Hence either Ap=(-A)(-~)EZZ or (-A)p=Il(-p)~Z7. As either p~Z7 
or -p E Z7, it follows that either I E Z7 or -II E 17. That completes the proof 
of 3.2. 
3.3. Zf 17 is a strong domain of positivity, then ZZ is also a domain of 
c-positivity in the sense of Chacron [3], and the symmetric elements within 
17 constitute a domain of positivity in the sense of Baer. 
ProoJ A domain of c-positivity in the sense of Chacron [3] is charac- 
terized by these axioms: (1) It is closed under the involution, (2) Contains 
1 but not 0, (3) Is closed under sum, (4) Contains along with I every 
A(aa*), a # 0, and (5) Contains either 2 or -1 for every nonzero symmetric 
A. Evidently every strong domain of positivity is a domain of c-positivity. 
For Baer’s ordering, the only axiom that needs to be checked is this: if 
A> 0 then ala* >O for all nonzero a. But aLa* = (aia-‘)(aa*), which 
expresses aAa* as the product of two elements from U, thus in 17. Hence a 
strong ordering of a *-field qualifies simultaneously as a Baer ordering, and 
an ordering in the sense of Chacron. 
We shall use the terminology standard quaternion *-field to denote a 4- 
dimensional field equipped with the unique involution whose set of sym- 
metric elements coincides with the center. And we shall make frequent use 
of DieudonnC’s result that for a noncommutative *-field X there are 
exactly two mutually exclusive possibilities: (1) X is a standard quaternion 
*-field, or (2) every element in X is a sum of elements from C [S; 
Lemma 11. 
3.4. THEOREM. In a strongly ordered *-field X with strong domain of 
positivity ZZ, the following hold: 
(1) ZfaEC, then either aEZZor -aEZ7; ZZn,E has index 2 in z. 
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(2) ZZu(-ZZ) is a *-closed normal subgroup of I‘ x that contains 2Y. 
ZZv (-ZZ) contains no skew elements, hence tf * #identity then 
ZZu(--Z7)#Xx, so also C#Xx. 
(3) A+Gz7. 
(4) A product of symmetric elements in wlhich each distinct element 
occurs an even number of times belongs to A; in particular any such element 
is positive. 
(5) Zf X is noncommutative and not a standard quaternion *-field, 
then every element in X is the difference of two elements from A + . In par- 
ticular, every element is the dtfference of two positive elements. 
Proof (1) If tl E C, then CI equals a product of symmetric elements Ai. 
For each i, choose the sign that makes + li E II; then the product which 
equals + tl will lie in 17. For second assertion, the coset ( - 1) n n C is dis- 
joint from Z7nC because - 1 # Z7, and, by the first part, together they 
make up Z. 
(2) An easy check shows that Z7u (-l7) is a *-closed normal sub- 
group of X x, and the inclusion C G Z7 u ( - Z7) follows from (1). If 0 # t = 
--z* E Z7u ( - Z7), then, as --z is also skew, we may assume z E 17. Then 
0 = r + z* E ZZ, a contradiction. Thus, if LX #a*, then a-a* lies in X ’ but 
not in Z7u(-Z7). 
(3) 17 contains A by hypothesis, and it contains every aga- ‘b -’ for 
every /3 E Z because we may assume /I > 0 since by (2) either p > 0 or b < 0 
and the expression aga - ‘p ~ ’ remains unchanged if we replace b by -b. So 
we may assume fl E fi, whence apa- ’ E n by normality so (apa- ‘) fl- ’ E Z7 
as fl-‘~Z7. Hence [Xx,.Z]~Z7, so A=A[X”,C]GZZ. As Z7is closed 
under +, A+ ~17. 
(4) Suppose A,, 1, ,..., & are k distinct nonzero symmetric elements. 
Multiply these elements together in any order, repeating each an even 
(nonzero) number of times. Call the resulting element p. As aA,= &a 
mod[X X, Z], we may rearrange the product to get p = nT”‘1p.. . A:PB, 
wherepE[~XX,C].ThuspEA[~i,C]=/i. 
(5) Any symmetric element 1 equals the difference of two elements 
from the subgroup A +: 
remembering f = (4)’ + (4)’ E /1+ . As A + is closed under sum, it follows 
that any product of symmetries, i.e., any element of Z, equals a difference 
of two elements from A + . In the noncommutative nonquaternionic case, 
DieudonnC’s theorem L-5, Lemma 1) tells us that every element of X is a 
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sum of elements from LC; thus the result. That completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.4. 
In Fig. 1 we summarize some of the subgroup relationships just 
established. 
3.5. DEFINITION. A strong ordering is archimedean if il= A*, 0 < A < l/n, 
n = 1, 2,... together imply 1= 0. 
If we start with a subfield, say Z,, of the real field R, give Z, the 
inherited ordering, then build on Z, the usual complex and quaternionic 
*-fields which have Z, as the set of central symmetric elements we obtain 
strongly ordered archimedean examples. These examples are the only 
archimedean strongly ordered *-fields, as we have from [S, Theorem 23: 
3.6. THEOREM. An archimedean strongly ordered *-field is *- and order 
isomorphic to a subfield of the real numbers R, the complex numbers @, or 
the real quaternions W. 
1Iu c-n) (elements with sign) 




(generated by A/ A 'I) 
the CUT*) 
CK”Jl 
FLG. I. Subgroup diagram for the multiplicative group Xx of a strongly ordered 
*-field X. 
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As in [S], we call a strongly ordered *-field Dedekind complete provided 
that every bounded-above or bounded-below subset of symmetric elements 
has, respectively, a least upper bound or greatest lower bound. From [S, 
Corollary 3) we have 
3.1. COROLLARY. A Dedekind complete strongly ordered *-field is 
*-isomorphic to either the real numbers R, the complex numbers C, or the 
real quaternions W. 
For a discussion of IR, @, and W as ordered *-fields, one may refer to the 
introduction to [6]. 
In [3, Theorem 111, Chacron studies algebraic *-fields that possess a 
joint Baer and c-ordering. As a strong ordering is simultaneously a Baer 
and c-ordering, his result applies to our case: 
.3.8. THEOREM (Chacron). A strongly ordered *-field algebraic over its 
center is either commutative or is a standard quaternion *-field. 
In particular, Chacron’s result result shows that a noncommutative, non- 
quaternionic strongly ordered *-field is necessarily infinite-dimensional 
over its center. This fact shows the dramatic contrast between Baer’s order- 
ing and the strong ordering, as I have constructed in [6], Baer-ordered 
*-fields of dimension p*, for every prime p = 3 (mod 4). The stark difference 
between these ordering disappears in the commutative case when * = iden- 
tity, as there it is a matter only of the more subtle distinction between the 
classical Artin-Schreier ordering and Prestel’s q-ordering. 
In [4, Corollary 3.1.41 Chacron has strengthened his result to show that 
in a noncommutative nonquaternionic strongly ordered *-field, every non- 
central element is transcendental. 
We end this section by making the promised connection between the 
strong versions of orderability and formal reality. 
3.9. THEOREM. A *-field possesses a strong ordering tf and only tf it is 
strongly formally real. 
Proof If strongly ordered, then by (3) of Theorem 3.4 /i + E IZ so 
0 +$ /i + which is strong formal reality. 
Conversely, suppose 0 rf /i + . Then /1+ is a *-closed normal subgroup of 
Xx that is closed under sum and contains /i. Therefore the family of all 
subgroups of X x with those properties is nonempty, and is clearly induc- 
tive. Apply Zorn’s principle to secure a maximal such subgroup 17. We 
shall prove that L7 contains either L or -1 for each nonzero symmetric il 
and thus is a strong domain of positivity. 
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Suppose then, to the contrary, that there exists a nonzero symmetric I
such that neither +A nor -1 belongs to Z7. Consider the set 17’ of all 
a + PA, a, /I E 17~ (0) but not both zero. We shall prove that l7’ is a 
*-closed normal subgroup, closed under sum, that properly contains l7, 
which will contradict the maximality of Z7. 
The set 17’ cannot contain 0, because if 0 = a + /3A then either the con- 
tingency a # 0, /I = 0 or a = 0, fl# 0 leads to an immediate contradiction, 
while a # 0 and fl# 0 also leads to the contradiction --A= bP’a E Z7. Thus 
04 17’. Also 17’ is closed under sum. Suppose a+ /?A, cr’+ B’~E 17. Then 
(CI + fin) + (CY’ + /?‘A) = (a + a’) + (/I + p’) ;1. Obviously both a+ a’ and 
fl + 8 belong to Z7u (0). All that needs to be checked is that they cannot 
both be zero. If a + a’ = 0, then a = ~1’ =0 lest we contradict the closure of 
Z7 under sum. Then a = 0 requires fi # 0, and a’ = 0 requires /?’ # 0, so 
/I + /?’ # 0. Likewise j? + /?’ = 0 =+ c1+ a’ # 0. Hence 17’ is closed under sum, 
and does not contain 0. 
The formula n/l = (n/U -‘p-‘) jl1, together with the fact that I7 contains 
the mixed commutator subgroup [X x, C], shows that given /I E Z7, then 
n/l = yil for some y in Z7. From this follows closure under *, as 
Closure under product follows as well, because if a, /I, a’, /l’ E Z7u (O}, then 
(a + pn)( a’ + j?‘A) = aa’ + ag’n + /aa’ + pnp’n 
= (ad + py’n’) + (a/l’ + ps’) 1, 
since there exist y’, 6’ E 17 so that @I’ = ~‘1 and ICC’ = 6’1. Now 1* E Z7 as 17 
contains the subgroup d generated by the ~a* (as 3, is symmetric, 
M* = A’). Hence, Z7 being closed under sum, we have both 
aa’ + fiy’lz’ E 17~ {0}, and a/?’ + PS’ E IZu (0). Obviously they cannot both 
equal zero, as the product (a+ flL)(a’+/?‘n) cannot be zero. Thus Z7’ is 
closed under product. From closure under product, closure under *, and 
the fact that 17’ contains all /@I*, we derive closure under inverses 
a-l = (fi/?*) a*, where fl= a - ‘. Thus 17’ is a *-closed subgroup of X x that 
is closed under sum. The normality of 17’ follows from the equation 
x(/a) x-l = (xpx-‘)(xAx -ll-l) 1 
and the fact that 17 is normal and contains [X x, C]. As 17’ contains all 
a + O,$ it contains l7, thus A. Hence 17’ belongs to the inductive family of 
subgroups of which IZ is a maximal member. But l7’ contains I = 0 + II, so 
properly contains 17, contradicting its maximality. Hence n must contain 
either +A or -1 for each nonzero symmetric 2, so is a strong domain of 
positivity, which proves Theorem 3.9. 
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A more careful translinite induction proof of Theorem 3.9 yields infor- 
mation on the extent to which, when you strongly order a *-field, you can 
give certain elements of C signs prescribed in advance. Now in any strong 
ordering, the elements of n + always turn up positive, so no choice is 
possible there. Those elements of ,E which can appear with signs prescribed 
in advance I shall call “independent modulo n + .” In more detail: A finite 
set ei, 0*,..., a,, of elements from ,E is called independent modulo A + if for 
any a, E n + u { 0) and any choice of signs, 
where the sum is taken over all subsets S = { i( 1 ), i(2),..., i(k)), 1 < i( 1) < 
i(2)< ... < i(k) < n, 1~ k < n, including S = a. For example, a is indepen- 
dent modulo A+ if a-tfia=O*a=/?=O for a,/?~~+u(O}, and any 
choice of sign. This is equivalent to f a 4 LI + . And ai, a2 are independent 
modulo /1+ if 
or,fa,a,fa2a2~aja1a2=Oj all ai = 0 
for aiE /i + u {0}, 0 < i < 3, and for any choice of signs. And so on. An 
infinite set is independent modulo n + if every finite subset is. Zorn’s prin- 
ciple implies the existence of a maximal family M of elements of C indepen- 
dent modulo n + which we may well order, M= {a,, a2 ,... }. 
The transfinite induction on the elements of M proceeds with the help of 
the concept of partial strong domain of positivity which is a *-closed normal 
subgroup of X ’ that is closed under sum and contains /i + . For example, 
n + itself is a partial strong domain of positivity. If X has no elements 
independent module n + , then n + is already a strong domain of positivity. 
In this case, and only this case, will a strongly formally real *-field have a 
unique strong ordering. Otherwise we begin with n + and adjoin the 
elements of M to it in succession with signs given in advance. For example, 
if we wish ai EM to appear positive, we form the partial domain of 
positivity 
IZ,={a+Ba,:a,~EA+u(O} but not bothzero}, 
and if we wish a, to appear negative, we adjoin -a1 in the same manner. 
At a limit ordinal, we use the union of the previously constructed partial 
domains of positivity. 
In particular, we have this result: If, in a strongly formally real *-field X, 
there is aeZ such that +a$A+, then we may strongly order X so that a 
appears either positive or negative, as we wish. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
A *-valuation w of a *-field X is a multiplicative homomorphism of X x 
onto an ordered group G that satisfies w(a + B) amin(w(cl), w(p)), 
cr+B#O, and w(a*) = w(a) [6, Sect. 23. The group G is necessarily 
abelian, and we write it additively. A *-valuation scales in the sense that if 
we pass to an equivalent involution # , then w remains a #-valuation on 
-f(#)* 
The principal theorem of this section is based on the special kind of 
*-valuation described in the next result whose proof is left to the reader. 
4.1. Let w be a *-valuation on the *-field Xx. The following conditions on 
w are equivalent: 
(1) w(y-l)>OforeveryyEIXX,C]; 
(2) w(aoa-’ - a) > w(o) for all nonzero a and o E 2; 
(3) w(oaa-’ -a)>w(cI) for all nonzero a and (TEE; 
(4) w(ala -’ - A) > w(A) for all nonzero a and nonzero symmetric I; 
(5) w(M ~ ’ - E) > W(M) for all nonzero CI and nonzero symmetric 1; 
(6) rf al,az,..., a, are nonzero elements from X, oI, a2 ,..., on 
elements from C, o! = a1 ’ . . ~,,,a~ . * * a,,, and b is the product of the same 
elements where the ai maintain their same relative order in the product but 
the oi are intermixed in any fashion, then w(a - 8) > w(a). 
If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, we say that w collapses the 
mixed commutator subgroup. 
Given a *-field X with *-valuation w, the residue class *-field X0 of this 
combination is defined to be the quotient X0 = CD/P of the *-valuation ring 
Qi= {a: w(a)>O)u (0) modulo its maximal ideal 9 = {a: w(a) > 0} u (0). 
X0 carries the natural involution induced from Xx: (a + 9)* = a* + 8. We 
shall consistently use the symbol i!J for the natural *-homomorphism of C#J 
on X0: B(a)=a +9. Then, by definition of the involution on X0, 
0(a*) = 8(a)* for all a in @. 
4.2. Let X be a *-field with a *-valuation that collapses the mixed com- 
mutator subgroup, X0 the residue class *-field for that *-valuation. 
(1) There are three mutually exclusive possibilities for X0: (R) com- 
mutative with * = identity, (C) a commutative quadratic extension of its sub- 
field of symmetric elements, or (H) a standard quaternion *-field. 
(2) For every nonzero symmetric 1 the automorphism x + AxA-’ of X 
induces the identity automorphism of X0, and the equivalent involution 
xx = ilx*AS’ on X induces on X0 an involution equal to its *. 
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(3) For general nonzero ,/I, the automorphism x -+ /Ix/V’ on X 
induces on X0 an automorphism that leaves fixed all its symmetric elements. 
Hence in case (R) the induced automorphism is the identity, in case (C) it is 
either the identity or “complex conjugation,” and in case (H) it is an inner 
automorphism. In case (H) the involution x# = px*p ~ ‘, for skew p, induces 
on X0 an involution equal to its *. 
Proof Clearly if a *-valuation collapses the mixed commutator sub- 
group, then every symmetric element in its X0 will be central. Item (1) then 
follows from Dieudonne’s theorem [S]. Item (2) follows from (5) of 4.1. 
Number (4) of 4.1 tells us that the automorphism x + /?xfl- ’ leaves fixed 
every symmetric element of X0, whence (3). 
We come now to our main result bearing on the construction of 
examples. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let X be a *-field with a * -valuation w that collapses the 
mixed commutator subgroup. If the residue class *-fieldfor w admits a strong 
ordering, then so does X. 
Proof We shall prove the result in the following equivalent form (refer 
Theorem 3.9): if the residue class *-field X0 is strongly formally real, so is 
X. Continue the notations of Section 2: d the subgroup of X” X generated 
by the CICI*, c1# 0, n = A[=%” x, Z]. We must prove that given A,, I, ,..., 1, in 
/i, then J., +&+ . .. + 1, # 0. Select among the Li those with minimal 
value w(&). Say these are I,, &,..., lk. It is enough to prove that 
r=~;‘(J,+&+ ... +A,)= 1 +l,P’L,+ ... +;1;‘&#0. The first k terms 
of the sum on the right have w-value 0, and the remaining terms have value 
>O, so w(r) 20. Remembering that the natural *-homomorphism 0 take 
elements of value >O to 0 in X0, we get (setting yi= l;‘li, 2 <i< k), 
e(z)=e(l)+o(y,)+ ... +B(y,). 
Each Y~E~, so yi=pipi, pied, ji~[XXX,L’]. As w(yi)=w(3,;‘ii)= 
w(Ji)- ~(1,) =0, and w(Bi)=O, we have also w(~~)=0, 2~ i< k. As w 
collapses the mixed commutator subgroup, we have 0(/I,) = 1, 2 d i G k, so 
@y,) = O(pi). Now the typical pi E A has the form 
Making use of (6) of 4.1 we have 
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e(cl,)=B(a,a:a,a:...a,a~) 
=O( a,a,a:ara,af++* cw43 
=e(a,a,a,a:a:a:...a,a~) 
= tJ( ala2’ “a a*a* m m m-l . . . a:) 
=O((ala2~~~a,)(a,a2~~~a,)*) 
= wB*x 
where B=a,a2.**a,. Now 2w(/?) = w(/?B*) = w(pi) = 0, so w(p) = 0. Hence 
WV*) = W, W*) = WU WI*. H ence each term in the sum 0(z) = 
tql)+B(y,)+ ... +B(y,) has the form yy*, y#O, so 8(5)#0 as X0 is 
assumed strongly formally real. As 8(r) # 0, so then z # 0 which completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 4.3 is nonconstructive. I had originally hoped to prove a con- 
structive result along the lines of Theorem 3.2 of [6] by suitably relining 
the construction of the presection given there, but the calculations did not 
work out. 
Inasmuch as Theorem 4.3 is a pure existence theorem, I shall com- 
plement it now by presenting an example where the lifting of the ordering 
from the residue class *-field is explicitly given. The construction actually 
consists of two examples done in parallel, a “real case” (involution of the 
first kind) and a “complex case” (second kind). 
Start with any Artin-Schreier ordered commutative field Z,. Set Z = Z, 
in the real case, Z = Z,(i), i2 = -1, in the complex case. Next construct the 
commutative field Z((x)) of Z-coefficient formal Laurent series in the 
indeterminate x. Endow Z((x)) with an involution as fohows: in the real 
case * = identity; in the complex case set i* = -i x* =x, * = identity on 
Z,. Finally construct the field X of formal Laurent series in an indeter- 
minate y, coefficients in Z((x)) written on the left, addition in X term-by- 
term, multiplication determined by the relation xy -’ - y-lx = 1 in the real 
case, xy-’ - y-ix = i in the complex. Extend the involution from Z((x)) to 
X by setting y* = -y in the real case, y* = y in the complex. Z is the cen- 
ter of our *-field X, and Z, its commutative subfield of central symmetric 
elements. 
Each nonzero element a of X has the canonical expression 
a=$O(x)yP+#l(x)yP+l+ ..., 
where each 4i(x) is a formal Laurent series, coefficients in Z, and q$, # 0. If 
we display only the first nonzero term in & we may write 
a = cxqyp + . . A, O#(EZ. 
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In terms of this representation, the * and product are given by 
a*= (-l)“[x”y”+ ... 
i 
in the real case 
[*x4yP + . . . in the complex 
ap= (qx y + ... q+n p+m both cases, 
where j?=~x“y”+ .... 
4.4. THEOREM. Let X denote the power series *-field constructed in the 
previous paragraphs (either real or complex), and let Z: denote the subgroup 
of X? X generated by the symmetric elements. If 0 # u = [xqyp + . . ’ E X, set 
N(a) = 
( - 1 jp’* i, p even 
(-1)‘“4/‘<, p odd 
in the real case, 
N(a) = i in the complex case, 
and set N(0) =O. Let II denote the set of those acX that can be written as 
a finite sum ol + u2 + . . . + IS,, ai E Z, N(oi) > 0. Then II is a strong domain 
of positivity in X. 
Proof: Complex Case. In this case N is a multiplicative 
homomorphism of Xx onto Z” and satisfies N(cr*) = N(a)*, thus takes 
symmetric elements to symmetric elements. Hence N(L) c Z,, so N(o) is 
either positive or negative for each d EC. It follows that Z7 is closed under 
sum, product, and *. We show next that 17 does not contain 0. Consider a 
sum o,+o,+ . . . + (T,, all ei E C. Each (TV has a representation [x4yP + . . . ; 
select among the oi those with minimal p, then, from those, the ones 
with minimal q. Say these oi are ol, G*,..., ak. Their sum has the 
form (c,+&+ .** +ck)xqyP+ ***. But N(ei)=[i>O in Z,, SO 
i1+12+ ... + ck > 0. Thus the whole sum cannot equal zero, since its 
lowest term is nonzero, and addition is independently term-by-term. Next 
observe that 17 contains every a~*, a # 0, because aa* E C, and N(aa*) = 
N(a) N(a)* >0 in Z,. The formula a-l = (BP*) a*, where fl= a-‘, shows 
that n contains inverses. Thus Z7 is a *-closed subgroup that is closed 
under sum. Normality of Z7 follows from the fact that z is normal, and that 
N(aaa-‘)=N(a), FEZ, aEKX. 
Real Case. Complications arise in the real case because N is not in 
general a multiplicative homomorphism. If a = [xqyP + . . ., and 
fi=qx”y”+ . ..) then from the formula given in the theorem one may 
check that N(a/?) = ( - l)p” N(a) N(p). If a = a*, then p must be even. Thus 
every a E ,?Y, as a product of symmetric elements, will also have p even, so 
N, restricted to 2Y, is a multiplicative homomorphism. From this we con- 
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elude that 17 is closed under product. It is obviously closed under sum. 
From the formula for N one may also check that N(a* ) = ( - 1)” N(a), 
from which it follows that l7 is closed under *. The proof that 17 does not 
contain zero is almost the same as in the complex case, except that N(oj) = 
( - 1 )p/2 ii > 0 (remembering p is even). Thus the Ci may be either positive or 
negative, but in any case all have the same sign, so again c1 + c2 + *. . + 
ck # 0. Next, if a # 0 N(aa*) = (- l)pz N(a) N(a*) = (- l)p(p+ ‘) N(a)2. As 
p(p + 1) is always even, and ZV(c02 >0 in Z, we see that aa* E II for all 
nonzero a. Finally if 0 = +?y2 + . . ., E Z, and a = SX~J@ + . . ., E X x, then 
N(cloa-‘) = (- l)p(2’--p) N(a) N(aa-‘) 
= (- l)p(2’--p) (- 1)2’(-p) N(a) N(o) N(a-‘) 
=(-1)-p2N(a)N(a~‘)N(a) 
from which normality follows. That completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
The apparently ad hoc formula for N in Theorem 4.4 actually derives 
from the general procedure for ordering a *-field given in [6, Sect. 31. This 
method, which goes back to Baer [ 11, and was particularly emphasized by 
Krull in his classic paper [7], orders a field-with-valuation by using the 
ordering of the value group as a gross ordering according to “orders of 
magnitude,” and interpolating between this crude stratification by lifting an 
ordering from the residue class field. Prestel devised particularly nice 
techniques for this [S], and in [6] I adapted Prestel’s ideas to the non- 
commutative case. I shall give here a brief sketch of the method. 
Suppose given a *-field X with *-valuation w: X -+ G. We are not 
assuming here that w collapses the mixed commutator subgroup. A non- 
zero symmetric or skew element p in X determines another involution # 
on X given by x# =px”p--’ (if p = p*, this involution is equivalent to *; 
refer Sect. 2) which in turns induces another involution on the residue class 
*-field X0. If y E X0, y = e(x), x E X, then the involution # on X0 is effec- 
tively defined by 
y# = Qx”) = qpx*p-1). 
We call p smooth if the involution # it induces this way on X0 is conjugate 
to *. That is, p is smooth if there is an automorphism rp of X0 so that 
#=rpo*or;l on X0. 
Thus, p being smooth means that the involution it induces on the residue 
class *-field is abstractly identical to its standard involution. A *-valuation 
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w is smooth if it satisfies two conditions: (1) w(2) = 0, and (2) each 
equivalence class w-‘(g) contains a smooth symmetric element if it con- 
tains symmetric elements at all, otherwise it contains a smooth skew 
element. In [6, Lemma 3.11 I proved that a smooth *-valuation has a 
“smooth presection” s: G -+ X x that assigns to each gc G a smooth 
element s(g) E w-‘(g) together with a corresponding automorphism rsCnj 
of X0 so that the conditions listed on [6, p. 2241 are satisfied. Then, in 
Theorem 32. of [6], I proved that the mapping 
N(a) = &,‘, o &4g)-7, where w(a) = g, 
had certain properties (incidentally, add to (1) of Theorem 3.2 the property 
“N( 1) = l”), and, showed that, on the basis of these properties, the rule 
“0 # a* = a > 0 in X o N(a) > 0 in Xi’ lifts any Baer ordering from X0 to 
St-. 
That, in brief, is the method of [6, Sect. 31, and the function N referred 
to directly above is exactly the function N of Theorem 4.4 as it specializes 
for that particular example. To see how this comes about, let X stand for 
the *-field constructed in Theorem 4.4 (either of the first or second kind), 
and let G = Z x Z as a lexicographically ordered abelian group (component 
wise addition), and for nonzero a = ixqyp + . . ., in X set w(a) = (p, q) E G. 
This is a *-valuation on X whose residue class *-field we can identify with 
the center Z of X. (For all of this, refer to the discussion preceding 
Theorem 4.1.) The natural *-homomorphism 6’ of the ayociated 
*-valuation ring @ onto X0 is given by 
tq(i+ . ..)+(b(x)y+ . ..)=i. (EZ. 
This map 8 has the property that e(j?ab-‘) = e(a) for every nonzero b in 
X and every a in @, hence our valuation w is obviously smooth, because 
for any symmetric or skew element p the involution induced on the residue 
*-field X0 by p equals the standard involution of X0: if y = e(x), then 
Y # = e(.q = e(px*p-l) = e(x*) = etx)* = y*. 
We may therefore, in the construction of the smooth presection, take every 
automorphism rstgj to be the identity, which automatically fulfills con- 
ditions (l’), (3’), and (4’) of [6, p. 2241, and reduces the requirements on s 
to conditions (1 t(4) [6]. We may then easily construct a presection fullill- 
ing those conditions as follows. Define first a map t: G + X x by setting 
t(p, q) = xqyP, then define our presection s first on the subgroup 2G by 
setting s(21,2m) = B/3* where j? = t(l, m) = x”y’. Thus 
s(242m) = 
( - 1) xmy2’xm in the real case 
xmy2’xm in the complex case. 
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The subgroup 2G has four cosets. We select (0, 0), (0, 1 ), (1, 0), and (1, 1) 
as representatives of these cosets, and extend the definition of s to these by 
setting ~(0, 0) = 1, ~(0, 1) =x, s( 1,0) = y, s( 1, 1) = $(xy + yx), in both the 
real and complex cases. Finally to define s on all of G we write uniquely 
g= a + 2h, where a is one of the four coset representatives, and set 
s(g) = ps(a) fl* where /I = t(h). Putting the elements s(p, q) in canonical 
form, and keeping only the lowest order terms, we have 
in the complex case s(p, q)=x9yP+ “., 
in the real case S(P? 4) = 
(-l)“/*xy+ . ..) p even 
(-1)(P-1)/2x4yP+ . . . . p odd. 
Then the function N(a) = B(as(p, q)-l) (where w(a) = (p, q)), when worked 
out, is the function given in Theorem 4.4. 
I should like at this point to correct some oversights in Section 3(d) and 
(e) of my paper [6]. On line 9 of p. 229 the definition of the function N 
given there is correct only in the complex case. In the real case use N(a) = 
( - 1 )‘l* 4’, when 1 is even, N(a) = ( - I)(/+ I)‘* [, when I is odd. The formula 
(ii) on the same page is correct only in the complex case. In the real case 
use N(a/?) = (- 1)‘” N(a) N(P) where /I = o,, + U(T, + ... + u’%, in accor- 
dance with the terminology of that section. Finally, on p. 230, on the 12th 
line up from the bottom of the page, the formula given there for N is 
correct only in the complex case. In the real case the function N is that 
given in the preceding paragraph of this paper. 
5. THE ORDER VALUATION FOR BAER'S ORDERING AND 
THE STRONG ORDERING 
This section deals with order-theoretic properties of Baer-ordered and 
strongly ordered *-fields, with particular emphasis on the properties of the 
order valuation. First, I shall carry through the analysis as far as possible 
for a Baer ordering, providing therewith some details of proofs only 
sketched in [6]. Then will follow the additional properties that accrue 
when our Baer domain of positivity is the set of positive symmetries in a 
strong domain. This two-stage presentation shows up the special properties 
of the Artin-Schreier ordering by contrast with the properties of Baer’s 
ordering. It also allows us to put in perspective the still-open question: Is 
the order valuation of a Baer ordering a *-valuation? 
We begin by listing the basic properties of the order relation in a Baer 
ordering. A Baer domain of positivity consists solely of symmetric elements, 
so when we write ;1> 0 in a Baer ordering, I = I* is implied. In addition I 
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shall adopt the convention that writing A <p for a Baer ordering implies 
A=A* and p=p*. 
5.1. LEMMA. In a Baer-ordered *-field the following hold (r and s 
represent positive rational numbers, I and u symmetric elements). 
(1) L>OoA-‘>O; ~>o,/A>o*1+~>0; 
(2) p < A * rp < rll for every positive rational r; 
(3) 0<1<1=~-O<A~<A<l; O<A<r*O<A2<rA<r2; 
(4) O<l<peO<p-‘<A-‘; 
(5) A> 1 *A2>A> 1; A>r*A2>r,I>r2 
(6) r<aa*or<a*a; aa*<soa*a<s 
(7) r<aa*ol/r>(a-‘)(a-‘)*; aa*<so(aa’)(a-‘)*> l/s. 
Proof We prove only (4), referring to [5, 8, lo] for the rest. Begin with 
the general identity (aa’+P-‘)-‘=a(a+fi)-‘j?. Set a=1 and j?=p-A. 
Wehavea~0and~~0byhypothesis,soby(1)a1soa~’~0and~~‘~0. 
Thus a+t??>O, a-‘+/I-‘>O, and, using (1) again, (aa’+P-‘)-‘>O. 
HenceO<(a-i+~-‘))’ = a(a+p)-‘p = &-‘(~-A) = l(l-y-‘L) = 
A+-‘A. Thus Ip-’ A < 1. The multiply by II-’ on the left and by 
(A-‘)* =A-’ on the right to get p’-’ <A-‘. 
The order valuation associated with a Baer ordering is constructed as 
follows. The details of this construction may be easily checked, as in 
[6, Sect. 41, using the properties listed in 5.1. Call an element a finite (or 
bounded) if aa* <n for some positive integer n, and call a infinitesimal if 
aa* < l/n for every n = 1,2,.... The set 9 of finite elements is a *-subring of 
X containing for each nonzero a at least one of a, a- ‘. The multiplicative 
group 9 x of invertible elements in 9 consists exactly of those o! that 
satisfy r < aa* <s for some positive rationals r and s; these elements are 
called medial [6, p. 2321. The subgroup 9 x is closed under * and sums of 
positive elements. The set Y of infinitesimal elements, which equals the set 
of noninvertibles in 9, is a *-closed two-sided ideal in 4 that contains 
every proper ideal. In the quotient field .Y =9-/Y, endowed with the 
natural involution (a + 9)* = a* + 9, the definition a + 9 > Ooa > 0, 
where a = a* 4 9, defines effectively a Baer domain of positivity making Y 
into an archimedean ordered *-field, * -and order isomorphic therefore to a 
*-subfield of R, C, W [S]. We shall use 8 for the natural *-homomorphism 
of F onto 9: 8(a)=a+4. 
Now write a N p when /Ia - ’ is medial; i.e., Pa - ’ E 9 x. This defines an 
equivalence relation on X ‘, the rule “[a] < [b] o /Ia - ’ is infinitesimal” 
defines effectively a total ordering on the set G = ([a]: a E X x ) of 
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equivalence classes. Write 0 for the equivalence class [ 11. The order 
oaluation of our given Baer ordering is the map u: X x + G of the nonzero 
elements of X onto the totally ordered set G defined by u(a) = [a]. While 
this map satisfies the four reasonable conditions listed in Theorem 4.4 of 
[6], we do not know that it is a valuation in the conventional sense, as we 
don’t know that the totally ordered set G is a group. All would follow if we 
knew that u(a)=u(a*) (refer ahead to Lemma 5.4) but this remains an 
open question. In any case, the valuation ring 9 of finite elements and its 
maximal ideal 9 of infinitesimal have the usual connection with u. 
5.2. With notations as above 
Y= {aEXX:u(a)>O}u (0). 
ProoJ u(a) >O means [a] > [l] which in turn means that 
al -‘=aEY. u(a)=0 means a-l; i.e., aEYX. 
While the order valuation for a Baer ordering remains something of a 
puzzle, its residue class *-field 3 is as nicely behaved as possible: it is an 
ordered *-subfield of R, @, or W. Thus for 9 these three possibilities: (R) 
9 is commutative with the identity involution, (C) 9’ is commutative and 
a quadratic extension of its subfield of symmetric elements, or (H) 9’ is a 
noncommutative *-subfield of E-U. These sharp restrictions on 9’ are reflec- 
ted in the algebra of 9. We shall write a = p (mod 3) when a - p E 9 
(a, /? E F); this is equivalent to 8(a) = Q(p) where 6 is the natural map of 9 
onto 9’ = 9/Y. Let C(9 x ) represent he subgroup of 9 ’ generated by its 
symmetric elements. 
5.3. In a Baer-ordered *-field 
(1) aEp*aa*ra*a (modj) and aEIFx,C(Fx)]=a=l 
(mod 9); in particular if a is finite and 1 finite symmetric then ail s Aa 
(mod 3). 
(2) In case (R) a = a* (mod 9) for every a E 9 x. In both cases (R) 
and(C),aB-fia (modY)foreuerya,j?~~“. 
Proof: Statement (1) follows directly from the fact that in 9 all sym- 
metrics are central. In case (R) * = identity in 9’ which implies the first 
part of (2), and the second part follows from the commutativity of 9 in 
both cases (R) and (C). 
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That is about all we know at present about the order valuation of a Baer 
ordering. It is not known whether a Baer ordering necessarily satisfies the 
equivalent conditions listed in the following lemma. 
5.4. LEMMA. Let X be a Baer-ordered *-field with v its order valuation 
and % its *-subring of finite elements. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) v(a) = v(a*)for all nonzero a in X; 
(2) % is symmetric, i.e., a*aC1 E % for all nonzero a in -X; 
(3) a*a-’ E % X for all nonzero a in K; 
(4) /3%;P-’ C% for all nonzero /I in X; 
(5) [x”,-x”]~%-“; 
(6) For each nonzero a in A? there exists a positive integer n such that 
(l/n) a*a < aa* < na*a. 
(7) For each nonzero a in X there exists a positive integer n such that 
Jaa* - a*al < naa*. 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. (i)o (3) is obvious, as v(a) = v(a*) means 
a*aa’E%X. (% x stands for the set of invertibles in 9.) Clearly (3) * (2). 
To see that (2)=(3), simply observe that (2) implies (a*)* (a*))‘= 
(aa *-I)-‘E%. So for every a#O, both a*aa’ and (a*a-‘))‘E%, hence 
a*a-lE%x. Thus (l), (2), and (3) are equivalent. 
(2)0(4). If a E%, then a* E% so, using (2), 
/Iap-’ = (J?p*-‘)[(a*@)* (a*&‘) a* E%;. 
Conversely, if (a*aa’) # %, then (a*a-‘)-‘=aa*PIE%, whence 
y&;:= a - ‘a*E%. Then, by (4), a*(aa’a*)a*-‘=a*aa’E%, a con- 
(3) * (5). From the identity 
apa-‘p-‘= ((a*)* (a*)-‘)((/I*a)* (/I*a))‘)(tY*/3-‘). 
(5)*(4). IfaE%, then pap-‘=(/?ajV’a-‘)aE%. 
(3)0(6). a*aa’ E% x is equivalent to l/n < (a*a-‘)* (a*aa’) < n 
for some positive integer n. Multiplying on the right by a and on the left by 
a*, we convert this to the equivalent form given in (6). 
(6) + (7). From the inequalities (a - a*)(a* - a) > 0 and 
(a* - a)(a - a*) > 0 derive the inequality laa* - a*aJ < aa* + a*a. Then, 
assuming (6), (7) follows directly. 
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(7)+ (6). Given a, either a*a<act* or a*a > aa*. In the first case 
0 < aa* - a*a < aa*. In the second case, (7) gives a*a < (n + 1) aa*. Thus 
(7) implies that, given a, there exists a positive integer n such that 
a*a < naa*, or (l/n) a*a < aa*, which is half of (6). But this implies the 
other half, simply by applying it to a* in place of a. That completes the 
proof of Lemma 5.4. Parts (1 k(4) are also proved in [lo]. 
5.5 THEOREM. rf a Baer ordering satisfies the equivalent conditions of 
Lemma 5.4, then the operation [a] + [B] = [ab] makes the set G of 
equivalence classes into a totally ordered abelian group, and the order 
valuation v(a) = [a] is a *-valuation. 
Proof. First, we shall show that the operation [a] + [/?I = [afl] is well 
defined, i.e., that the equivalence class [a/J] depends only on the 
equivalence classes [a] and [fi]. W e accordingly must prove that if y-a 
and 8-P then @-a/?. The assertion $-afi means a/!?($)’ = 
aj?6~‘y~‘EYxX. From (1) of Lemma 5.4 we have y-y* and a -a*, thus 
y*-a* which means a*y*+‘EFx. As 9”I” is *-closed, also (a*?*+‘)*= 
yplaEFxX. From S-p we have j?6p1~9x. Then as 9:” is closed under 
product (y~1a)(~b-1)E9xX, whence Y(Y-1aB6~‘)y-1=aps-1v-1E~x 
which was to be proved. So [a] + [/I] = [afi] defines a single-valued 
binary operation on the set G of equivalence classes. Next, we observe that 
this operation is commutative, which amounts to proving a/?-pa, or prov- 
ing that am)’ = aflaa’fi- ’ E F x which follows from (5) of Lemma 5.4. 
Associativity is obvious as (a/?) y = a(/?y). The element 0 = [l] is clear an 
additive identity, and [a-‘] the additive inverse of [a]. Thus G is an 
abelian group. 
We next establish that the group operation is compatible with the 
already defined total ordering. So we must prove that [a] d [p] implies 
[a] + [y] d [b] + [y]. Now [a] d [/I] means pa-‘EF. But this is 
exactly the same as [ay] < [fly]; i.e., (/?y)(ay))’ = paa’ E 9. Thus G is a 
totally ordered abelian group. Then v(a/?) = [a/?] = [a] + [fi] = v(a) + v(p) 
so (1) of the definition of *-valuation [6, beginning of Sect. 21 is satisfied. 
Of the remaining conditions [6, Sect. 21 (2) and (3) were already true for 
the order valuation [6, Theorem 4.41 and (4) is (1) of our present Lemma 
5.4. That completes the proof. 
If the conditions of Lemma 5.4 are satisfied, we shall call the Baer 
ordering, and its order valuation, symmetric. All the Baer-ordered examples 
constructed in [6], both finite and infinite-dimensional, are symmetric. 
This raises the question: Is a Baer ordering automatically symmetric? It 
remains an interesting open question. 
Up to this point we have been dealing exclusively with a Baer ordering. 
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Consider now a strongly ordered *-field. The symmetric elements within a 
strong domain of positivity constitute themselves a domain of positivity in 
the sense of Baer. Therefore all the earlier material of this section, par- 
ticularly the construction of the order valuation, apply just as well to the 
strongly ordered case. But in this case, we can actually say much more. 
5.6. THEOREM. For a strongly ordered *-field, the order valuation v is 
symmetric, thus a *-valuation, is compatible with the ordering in the sense 
that 0 < a < /I =P v(a) > v(B), and collapses the mixed commutator subgroup 
(refer. 4.1). 
In [4], as part of a study of c-ordered *-fields, Chacron proves that the 
order valuation of a strongly ordered *-field collapses the mixed com- 
mutation subgroup which is the chief part of Theorem 5.6. However, our 
arguments, which are tailored explicitly to the axioms for a strong 
ordering, seem to have some measure of novelty (particularly Lemma 
5.14), so I thought it useful to present a complete proof of Theorem 5.6 
using these arguments. 
The proof of Theorem 5.6 will be broken up into a series of lemmas. 
Throughout this argument we will be dealing with a strongly ordered 
*-field X, with strong domain of positivity 17. We write a > /I when 
a -/I E 17 without any further restriction on a and /?. This is in contrast to 
the convention I used for Baer’s ordering where a > /I carried the 
implication that a and /I are symmetric. We shall refer to the elements of 
l7u (-n) as “elements with sign” (refer (2) of Theorem 4.2), and shall 
sometimes write a 2 0 in place of a E Z7u ( -n). For elements with sign we 
use the absolute value symbol in its usual sense: (al = a when a > 0, 
[al = -a when a < 0. Also 101 = 0. If a has a sign, then a* has the same 
sign, so Ia*1 = la/*. If a and fi are elements with sign, then Iafll = Ial IpI. 
We shall find it convenient to use the “norm” notation from [S]: 
Ilull = aa*. It is easy to establish that in a Baer ordered *-field, /[all >O, 
Ilull =Oea=O, and Ila+/?~~<2(~~all + llfill). (For the latter, use the fact 
that (a - /?)(a* -/I*) > 0.) In terms of this notation, the *-ring 9 of finite 
elements is given by 
F = (a: Ilull <n for some positive integer n} 
and its * ideal of infinitesimals by 
9 = a: Ilull <i for all n = 1, 2,... 
{ 1 
. 











All the rules of 5.1 without the assumption that i and u are sym- 
a>0 and fl>O*afi>O; 
a</Yi and y>O*ay<& and ya<yfl; 
O<a1<a2andO<~,<~,~a,~,<a,~,; 
a</loa*<p*; a < /I 0 6aS - ’ < S/M - ’ for all nonzero 6; 
-jka<j3* -~2<a2</32; 
tfa20, then --j?<a<~~~a~ </?; 
ifas0 and,I=IZ*, then 
Ial < 2 * Ilull < I2 and lla*ll < A2 
Ilull <J2*lal <21 and la*/ < 21. 
Proof Properties ( I)-( 5) and (7) are immediate consequences of the 
definition of strong ordering. 
Prove (6) as follows: a < /I implies fl- a >O, and -fi < a implies 
p + a > 0. Thus (/? - a)@ + a) > 0 and (/? + a)(/? - a) > 0. Multiply out, add, 
and divide by 2 to get a2 < j?‘. To get a2 > -/I*, do the same process with 
(/I? + a)* > 0 and (p - a)2 > 0. 
As for (8), O<lal <A implies O<lal*<I, whence by (4) 
O<lal lal*<1*. But Ial IaI*=Iaa*I= aa* = Ilull. Prove similarly that 
Ila*ll <A*. For the second part of (8), note that 
O<(L lal)(1- lal*)=L2-1 [al*- Ial 1+ Ial Ial* 
so 
Ial A<2 lal*+lal L<A2+A2=2A2 
which gives Ial -C 21. Get Ia*1 < 2,I similarly. That completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.7, and puts us in a position to prove the first part of Theorem 
5.6. 
5.8. LEMMA. The order valuation of a strongly ordered *-field is sym- 
metric. 
Proof Of the equivalent conditions in Lemma 5.4, we shall use (4): 
fiSjI-‘SS for all /?EX~. 
Suppose first 0 < 1= d* E 9. For every positive integer n, n - Iz is sym- 
metric, hence either n-I>0 or n-AGO. If n-A<0 or n <,I for all 
positive integers n, then also n2 < A2 = (1111 by (4) of Lemma 5.7 which con- 
tradicts A E F. Hence, for some positive integer n we have 0 < ;1< n, so also 
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0 < /US- ’ < n by (5) of Lemma 5.7. Then, by (8) of that same lemma, 
ll/U/V’ll <n2 which means /U~-‘E~-. If A= A* ~0, apply the argument 
just given to -1 to conclude -2 and so 1 belongs to 9. Thus the con- 
jugate of a symmetric element in 9 by any element p in X x remains in 8. 
Next, suppose that r is skew, and in 9. Then T' = -TT* is symmetric 
and also in .Y so by what has just been proved, jz’p-‘= (flzp-')"~F. If 
(fiT/!-')#F, then (/?T/t-')-'d, so also [(~T~~')~']'=(~T~~')~'ES. 
As 9 is an ideal in 9, we have then 1 = (BT~ - ’ )’ (flzfl~ ’ ) P2 E 3, a con- 
tradiction. Thus flzp- ’ E 9 for every skew T in 9 and every p in X x. 
For general EEL-, write a=l+z, where l=i(a+cr*) and ~=+(a-a*). 
Both 1 and T belong to F by *-closure. As 1 is symmetric, and T skew we 
have fic&‘=png-’ +/?zB-' EY by what has just been proved. That 
establishes Lemma 5.8. 
Having now proved that condition (4) of Lemma 5.4 holds, thus that all 
the equivalent conditions listed in that lemma hold, we know from Lemma 
5.5 that the order valuation u is a *-valuation. The definition of a 
*-valuation is briefly summarized at the beginning of Section 4, and its 
properties discussed in more detail in [6, Sect. 23. Roughly, v is a valuation 
in the traditional sense that also satisfies V(U) = u(a*) and is therefore 
abelian (has an abelian value group). We next establish the compatibility 
of v with the ordering. 
5.9. LEMMA. The order valuation v of a strongly ordered *-field is com- 
patible with the ordering in the sense that 0 < a < /? 3 u(a) > v(p). Moreover, 
if a > 0 and /? > 0, then na < /3, n = 1,2 ,... o v(a) > v(p). 
Proof From O<a<j? we deduce O<a/V’<l and O<(aj-‘)*<l. 
Then, by (4) of Lemma 5.7, IIaP-‘II = (afl-‘)(aB-‘)*< 1, so aa-‘EF. By 
5.2, v(afi-‘) = v(a) - v(p) 2 0. 
As for the second assertion, when a and /? are positive na < /3 is 
equivalent to 0 < a/I - ’ -C l/n which by (8) of Lemma 5.7 is in turn 
equivalent to Ilab- ’ 11 < l/n2, n = 1,2,.... The latter means a/F’ E 3, so 
v(afl-‘) > 0, or u(a) > v(B). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 5.6, we need to show that the order 
valuation v satisfies u(y - 1) > 0 for every y in the mixed commutator sub- 
group. For this, it will be convenient o extend the *-valuation v to the zero 
element of X by setting u(0) = cc, where the symbol co is adjoined to the 
value group G and satisfies g < co for all g E G as well as the usual 
arithmetic rules for dealing with co. This is a standard and useful conven- 
tion. We will also make frequent use of the property that if v(a) > v(B), 
then u(a + /?) = min(u(a), u(B)}. 
In our construction of the order valuation (paragraph preceding 5.2) we 
introduced an equivalence relation on Xx that can be rephrased in the 
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present context as simply this: am /I o v(a) = v(B). Thus the equivalence 
classes under this equivalence relation are exactly the sets v-‘(g), g E G, 
where G is the value group. We now introduce a refinement of this 
equivalence relation that will play a key role in the further analysis. 
5.10. DEFINITION. X a strongly ordered *-field, v its order valuation. 
Given a, /I E X we write a x /? when v(a) = v(j) and v(a - /I) > v(a). 
Thus a x /I means that a and B have the same value, and that their dif- 
ference is an order of magnitude smaller than either. If we were dealing 
with a Laurent series *-field with the usual*-valuation, a z/I would mean 
that the initial terms of the Laurent series of a and j? have the same power 
and the same coefficient. 
Denote by G the target group of the order valuation V. For each g E G, 
the relation “z” is an equivalence relation on the set v - ‘(g) (see Lemma 
5.11). If g=O, the set v-‘(O) is the set %x of invertible elements in the 
*-valuation ring % of finite elements. In v-‘(O) the relation a w/l is the 
same as the relation a E /I (mod 9) used in 5.3. The natural map 8 of 9 
onto the residue *-field 9 =%/Y identifies the family of equivalence 
classes in v-‘(O) one-to-one with 9 x. 
To prove that the order valuation v collapses the mixed commutator 
subgroup amounts to proving that ao z oa for every a E X x, r~ E Z. We 
begin by establishing some basic properties of “x “. 
5.11. LEMMA. The relation z of Definition 5.10 is an equivalence relation 
on Xx, and has the following properties: 
(1) az5 /?+a*z/?* and a-l zfi-‘; 
(2) aI=/?, and a2z/382*aIa2z/?p1/?2. Zf also a,&-a,, then 
a,+a,z5j,+Bz as well. 
(3) a w fi and v(y) > v(a) * a + y w p. 
Proof. E is an equivalence relation. First, we have a z a because 
v(a) = v(a) and v(a - a) = o(O) = cc > v(a), thus reflexive. Symmetry follows 
because v(a-/?)=u(B-a). If az/?zy, then v(a)=v(/I)=v(y) and 
v(a-y)=v((a-/?)+(B-y))>min{v(a-/?), v(P-y)}>v(a), thus trans- 
itive. 
(1) follows immediately upon noting that v(a* -/I*)= v(a-8) and 
a -l-p-‘=a-‘(/y-a)fi-‘. 
(2) Write v(a1a2 - PI/M = v(ala2 - a1B2 + alB2 - BIPz) = 
v(al(a2 -PJ + (aI - PII B2) 2 min{v(al(a, - /M), u((al -PI) PAI. But 
u(al(a2-P2)) = u(al) + u(az-b) > u(aI) + 44 = u(B1) + u(BJ and 
u((al-P1)8d = u(al-B1) + u(h) > @I) + VU-M = u(al) + u(a2). 
Thus a1a2zfipLpz. 
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To show that also 01~ +a2z~r + p2, we must prove that U(CI, + a2) = 
u(/Ii + fi2) and that D((CI~ +a2) - (fir + &)) > u(ar + a*). Our additional 
hypothesis is a, ~4 --a2 which will occur in exactly one of the following two 
ways: (i) ~(a,) #O(Q), or (ii) ~(a,) = U(Q) and u(al + az) = u(a, - (-a*)) = 
u(a,)= o(az) (remembering u(-a) = u(a)). We shall deal with these two 
possibilities separately. 
(i) u(aI) #u(a,), say u(aI)>u(az): In this case u(pi) = 
u(al) > u(az) = u&), so u(al + a*) = min{u(a,), u(a,)> = u(a2) = u(&) = 
minW&)~ 4P2H = u(h + B2), so we have u(a, + a*) = u(B, + flz). Next, 
u((al + 4 - (PI + B2)) = u((al - P1) + (a2 - P2)) 
2 min{u(a, - P1), u(a2 - P2)). 
As al=Pl, we have u(al -pi) > u(al) = 0(/I,). Likewise u(a2 - &) > 
u(a2)=u(jlz). Because u(al)> u(az) we get both u(al -pi) > u(a2) and 
u(a2 - 82) > u(a2), so min{u(a, -P1), 4a2 - P2) > > 4a2). Thus 
u((al + az) - (/?i + /I*)) > u(az) = u(al + a2) which proves aI + a2 z PI + P2 
in this case. 
(ii) u(al) = u(a2) and u(a, + a2) = u(al) = u(a2): The hypothesis 
a1 & -a2 forces pi & --pz, so u(B, +/I*) = u(pi) = u(jIz). Thus u(a, + a2) = 
u(a,) = u(fii) = u(j?i + /Iz). Now a, z p, and a2 x /I2 require u(a, - /?,) > 
u(a,) and u(a2-j?2)>u(a2). Using the same inequality displayed in the 
preceding paragraph, we get u((al + a2) - (/I1 + f12)) > u(a,) = u(aI + a2) 
which proves aI + a2 x /?I + b2 in the second case, and completes the proof 
of part (2). 
(3) From u(a+y-/I)>min(u(y), u(a-/I)) >u(a)=u(a+y)=u(B). 
Actually, Definition 5.10 makes sense, and Lemma 5.11 holds, for any 
*-valuation. It does not necessarily have to be an order valuation. But we 
turn now to material specific for the order valuation. 
5.12. LEMMA. If the skew element z satisfies z < 2 for a symmetric 2, 
then A > 0 and llzll < 1’. 
Proof: Applying the involution to z < A we get -r < II or r > -A. Thus 
-1~ T < A. As then - ,4< Iz or 0 < 21, we have 1> 0. From (6) of Lemma 
5.7 we have -A2 < r2 < 12, or A2 > -r2 > -,12. As jlrll = rr* = -r2, this is 
the result desired. 
5.13. LEMMA. If the skew element z satisfies z < A for a symmetric 
element A, then z -c 2-“5 n = 1, 2 ,... . 
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Proof: The result being obviously true when r = 0, we may take z # 0. 
By assumption I-r > 0, so also 
0 < (A- 7)’ = A2 - A7 - 7l+ 7* 
whence 0 < zr* = -r2 < A2 - lr - zl. We therefore conclude that A2 - 27 - 
73, > 0. 
Let p = 17 - 71. Then p is symmetric, so either p > 0, p = 0, or p < 0. 
p>O: Then lz=zl+p so 
whence 0 < p < A2 - 222 = (A - 27) A. From Lemma 5.12 we know I > 0, so 
also 1-l > 0. Multiply through the last inequality on the right by 1- ’ to 
get A-&>& or 1>22, or 2<2-l,?.. 
p=O: In the case 27 =7l so 
0 < A2 - 27 - 7/i= A2 - 72 - 72 = A2 - 27A = (A - 22) ,? 
whence 7 < 2-l,? as before. 
~cL<: Then 72=27-p, so 
whence 0 < -p < A2 - 217 = A(1 - 2r), and 7 < 2-‘,4 follows as before. 
Therefore, whatever sign p has, we have invariably 7 < 1 =s 7 -c 2 - ‘2. As 
22’1 is also symmetric, 7 < 2-‘il=z-7 -c 2-2il, etc. 
5.14. LEMMA. If the skew element 7 satsfies 7 <A for a symmetric 
element 1, then 1, > 0 and v(7) > v(A). 
Proof Combine Lemmas 5.13 and 5.14 to get ll7ll =77* -~4~“1~, 
n = 1, 2,... . Then, noting ll7ll > 0 and 1’ > 0, deduce from Lemma 5.9 that 
v(77*) > v(n2), or 2v(r) > 2v(i), or v(7) > v(n). 
5.15. LEMMA. Given a E X x, write a = p + 7, p = +(a + a*), 7 = +(a - a*). 
Zfa $0, then azpza*, [Iall zp2z Ila*ll, and v(7)>v(a). 
ProoJ Assume first c( > 0. Then c1* = p - 7 > 0, so 7 < p. From Lemma 
5.14 it follows that v(7) > v(p). Then U(U) = u(p + T) = min{v(p), u(7)} = 
v(p). It follows that v(a - p) = v(7) > v(a)( =v(p)), so we have shown tl= p. 
Apply the involution to get a* w p, then multiply to get aa* z p2 x a*a or 
llall z:‘x lla*\l. If a<O, work with -a. 
5.16. LEMMA. Zf a and fl are elements with sign, then a*a-’ z 1, aP w /?a, 
and apa-‘fip’ x 1. 
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ProoJ To get CI*C’ z 1 multiply both sides of c(* % CY by a ‘. Next, if r 
and /3 have sign, so does c$, then c$ z (up)* = p*c(* x /Ia* z pa. The last 
assertion follows from this. 
5.17. LEMMA. If o(a) = 0 and A= ,I* # 0, then Aa E LG. 
Proof: Fix A, and consider the equivalent involution a# = Ia*Apl on 
X (refer Sect. 2). We know from 3.2 that our original strong domain of 
positivity scales, which means that it also satisfies the axioms for a strong 
domain of positivity when these axioms are expressed in terms of the new 
involution #. Thus X( # ) is strongly ordered with the same domain of 
positivity 17 as .X”( *), and, because CI < j? means /I*- a E Z7, the relation “ <” 
is the same in both. Everything we have proved for the strongly ordered 
field X(*) holds equally well for X( #). 
We shall next prove that X( # ) has exactly the same set % of finite 
elements and the same set 9 of infinitesimal elements as X( *). To say 
that a is *-finite means that aa* < r for some positive rational r, and to 
say that a is *-infinitesimal means that the same inequality holds for every 
positive rational r. Now aa# = a(A.a*A-‘) = aa*p where p = a* - ‘lla*l-‘. 
Because p E [X x, C] we have p > 0 (Theorem 3.4(3) and Fig. 1). And 
because u(p) = 0 where u is the order valuation of X(*), p is *-finite or 
pp* -cm2 for some positive integer m. Then by Lemma 5.7(8), P-C 2m, 
so aa# = aa*p< aa*(2m) < r(2m). It follows that if a is *-finite (resp. 
*-infinitesimal) then it is also #-finite (resp. #-infinitesimal). The same 
argument is equally valid with # and * interchanged, so we have our 
result: X( # ) and X( *) have the same finite and the same infinitesimal 
elements. 
As the order valuation v with its value group G are defined wholly in 
terms of X x, 9 x, and 9, We see that Xx( # ) and X( *) have the same 
order valuation. They also have the same residue class field 9 = F/9. We 
continue to use 0 for the natural map of 9 on 9: Q(a) = a + 3. The two 
involutions * and # on X induce involutions on the residue class field 9 
defined effectively by 
8(a)* = 0(a*) and 8(a)# = 0(a”) = 8(la*1-‘). 
While these involutions generally differ on X (unless A is central), they 
induce the same involution on 9, as we shall now show. In the language of 
[6, Sect. 33 we are proving that, in a strongly ordered *-field, every sym- 
metric element 1 is smooth with associated automorphism r, equal to the 
identity. 
As a special case of Lemma 5.16 we have Apll-’ z p for every symmetric 
il and p. If u(p) = 0, this means that Ipl-’ - p is infinitesimal, which means 
&npP’)=@(p). Now suppose 6 is a * -symmetric element in the residue 
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class field 2’. Then 6 =8(p), p = p* ~9 [6, proof of Theorem 4.31, so 
fix = O(p)” = B(Izp*I-‘) = 8(lp3L-‘) = 8(p) = 6. Thus every *-symmetric 
element of 2’ is #-symmetric. As we can argue the converse with equal 
validity, we see that the sets { 6 E 2’: 6 = 6 * > and { 6 E 9: 6 = 6 # } coincide. 
Now the residue class *-field =.Y( *) is *-isomorphic to a subfield of the real 
numbers, the complex numbers, or the ordinary real quaternions, and the 
same is true of Y( # ) [6, Theorem 4.31. So if Y is commutative, then 
either every element is *-symmetric, in which case every element is #-sym- 
metric so * and # agree, or 9 is a quadratic extension of its *-symmetric 
elements, in which case * and # must equal the unique automorphism of 
9 that has fixed field the set of *-symmetric (#-symmetric) elements, so 
they agree also here. If 9 is noncommutative then the equality of * and # 
follows from the fact that there is exactly one involution on a four-dimen- 
sional field whose symmetries coincide with the center. Thus we have 
established that in a strongly ordered *-field all the equivalent involutions 
induce one common involution on the residue class *-field. Summarizing 
the argument thus far, we have proved that the entire apparatus of a 
strongly ordered *-field scales: the subrings of finite and infinitesimal 
elements, the order valuation, and especially the residue class *-field 
including its involution. 
Turn now to Lemma 5.17, which is equivalent to ICC’ z CI for every a 
with U(E) = 0, and A = 1*. This is tantamount to showing @Aal- ‘) = e(a) 
for every a E 9 x. But the just-proved fact that * and # agree on 2’ means 
that B(la*;l-‘) = 0(x*) for every CC E9 x which is the same thing. 
5.18. LEMMA. Zf 0 #A = A*, and 0 #z = -z*, then IT z rA. 
ProoJ: It is equivalent to show that Ir-’ ~r-‘l. Suppose not. Then 
u(lz-‘-z-‘1)=u(~z-‘)=u(~)-u(r). Let o=Iz-l-r~‘1. Then ~=cr*, 
and u(a) = v(1) - u(t) so v(aAP1z) = 0. Then by Lemma 5.17. 
A(al-‘z)z (al-%) 1. 
From Lemma 5.16 we know lo M al so 
Multiply by a-’ to get ~-‘TAz:, take inverses, then multiply by I to get 
t-‘A z lz-’ which is a contradiction. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 5.6. We need 
to prove that sow co! for every aEZ and aEXX. As each aEZ is the 
product of symmetries, it is enough to prove aAzIa for every a E X x, 
A=A*#O. Let a=p+z, p=p*, z = --z*. The case z = 0 is covered by 
Lemma 5.16, and the case p = 0 by Lemma 5.18, so we may assume p # 0 
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and r #O. Then these same lemmas say that pi z ip and pr z up. Also 
pL & -pz because were this true we would then have 1 z -r, so by 
Lemma 5.11( 1 ), also 2 c --z*= +r whence 7% -r or 1 z -1 But this is 
impossible, because the order ‘valuation u satisfies o(; - (- 1)) = 
u(2)=O>cu(l). Since pl&--pi we may by Lemma5.11(2) add the 
equivalences pL x ip and pz = tp to get ~2% AU, wrapping up the proof of 
Theorem 5.6. 
5.19. COROLLARY. Zf a E X x, A= A* # 0, then ala* z a*la. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.6 it is enough to prove that aa* z a*a. This is 
equivalent o u(p2 - r2) < u(p~ - tp) where a = p + r‘, p = p*, r = --t* (refer 
[3, Remark 61). Now never p2 x TV, because were this true, then 
u(p2 - TV) > u(p2) so by Lemma 5.9 p2 - r2 < (l/n) p2, n = 1,2,... (noting 
that ~~--~~=p~+tt* >O and p2>O), so --r2< (l/n- 1) p2, n= 1,2 ,..., 
which forces - r2 < 0 a contradiction as - r2 = rr* > 0. Hence p2 d r2, so 
o(p2 - t’) = min{2u(p), 2u(z)} Q u(p) + u(r) < u(pr - zp), the last inequality 
by Lemma 5.18. That proves the corollary. 
The equivalence ala* z a*la is much sharper than the inequality 
1 aa* - a*a 1 <naa* from Lemma 5.4(7), which we do not even know to 
hold in Baer’s ordering. Thus Corollary 5.19 provides an example of one of 
the richer consequences that we can establish for the strong ordering as 
compared to Baer’s ordering. Of course the strong ordering applies to a 
genuinely smaller class of *-fields than Baer’s ordering, so it is a matter of 
saying more about less. 
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